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Autumn—Winter 2021 New Non-Fiction

In this catalogue you’ll find details of our new  
non-fiction books, including Steiner-Waldorf 
education and books from our partner publishers. 
To place an order:
Please contact our distributor BookSource on 
orders@booksource.net. You can also find a trade 
order form on our website.

Download Trade Order Form

For more information:
You can find full details of all our books at 
FlorisBooks.co.uk. Clicking on a cover image in this 
catalogue will take you straight to the web page.
If you have any questions about our books, email us 
at floris@florisbooks.co.uk. 
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North American edition 
also available:

234 x 156 mm  |  colour illus  |  96pp  |  978-178250-733-8  |  ISSN: 2052-5761  |  paperback (with pull-out wall chart)  |  £7.99  |  16 Sep 2021

The Maria Thun Biodynamic 
Calendar 2022

CREATED BY MARIA AND MATTHIAS THUN

The original biodynamic sowing and harvesting calendar 
celebrates its 60th anniversary with a refreshed design 
•  Reveals the optimum days for sowing, pruning and harvesting plants 

and crops
•  Lifetime sales of more than 100,000 copies in English
•  Presented in colour with clear explanations and a pullout wallchart
•  Now features more detailed planting schedules, new information panels 

and added space devoted to detailed explanations
•  ‘Clear and fresh with great visual cues to help beginners.’  

– Claire Hattersley, BDA Biodynamic Gardening Club

Maria Thun (1922–2012) was a biodynamic 
pioneer who worked in the field for 
almost fifty years.

Matthias Thun (1948–2020) was an 
international expert on biodynamics with 
a Master’s degree in Beekeeping.

Discover the companion 
Biodynamic Gardening 
Calendar app:

Clearer, easy-to-view 
layout

New information 
panels for quick 

reference

More detailed 
explanations of 

the recommended 
activities

Designed for all levels 
of experience from 

seasoned biodynamic 
farmers to novice 

gardeners

New 
Look!

“Welcoming, clean in 
design, instinctive and 
responsive.”
– prime wellbeing   
   foundation

Dedicated space for 
solar and lunar events, 
plus planetary aspects

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/bdgardencal/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.xdesign.floris_books&hl=en_GB
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/biodynamic-gardening-calendar/id1467356605
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/bdgardencal/


234 x 156 mm  |  70 b/w illustrations  |  336pp  |  978-178250-614-0  |  paperback  |  £20.00  |  24 June 2021

Biodynamic Preparations 
Around the World

Insightful Case Studies from Six Continents

EDITED BY UELI HURTER

A valuable reference offering unique insights into 
biodynamic preparations around the world
•  Fifteen case studies exploring how biodynamic preparations are used 

across the world, from locations as varied as Europe, Brazil,  
New Zealand, America, Egypt and India

•  Discusses how to adapt the eight preparations to different climates, 
fauna, seasons and regulations

•  Based on an insightful study published by the Agriculture Section at the 
Goetheanum, Switzerland

Biodynamic agriculture first originated in central Europe but is now practised 
in farms, vineyards and gardens all over the world. As the approach expands 
beyond its European origins, its methods have been increasingly adapted to 
meet the needs and challenges of different regions around the globe – with 
their different climates, fauna, seasons and regulations. 

This fascinating book explores how biodynamic preparations are modified 
to suit their locations, as well as offering an insight into how biodynamic 
principles hold true in such varied environments.

Ueli Hurter has been the co-head of the Agriculture 
Section at the Goetheanum in Switzerland since 2010 and 
currently sits on the executive board of the International 
Biodynamic Association. 

Explore all books about Biodynamics

You might also be interested in:

New!

“Plenty of interesting ideas 
for the thinking beekeeper!”
– bees for development  
   magazine

Recent!
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Astronomy enthusiasts will also enjoy:

13 May 2021  |  £14.99  |  paperback  |  colour illustrations  |  306 x 426 mm  |  32pp  |  978-178250-716-1

Stargazers’ Almanac 2022 
A Monthly Guide to the Stars and Planets

BOB MIZON

Explore the night skies with this beautifully illustrated 
monthly guide to the stars and planets
•  Track the planets, locate the Milky Way, recognise the constellations of 

the zodiac and watch meteor showers
•  Perfect for children and beginners — includes advice on how to navigate 

the night sky with or without a telescope
•  This large-format almanac has a loop and eyelet for easy wall hanging, 

and is presented in a sturdy cardboard gift envelope
•  Suitable for astronomy enthusiasts throughout the Northern 

Hemisphere’s temperate (non-tropical) latitudes
Bob Mizon, MBE, is co-ordinator of the Commission for Dark 
Skies, a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society, and provides 
mobile planetarium services to south central England.

“Children will appreciate this book 
for both its simplicity and depth,  
and so will more than a few adults.”
– school library journal

“Superb.” 
– the observatory magazine

The Computer that  
Measured the Universe:
Visit our blog to read the  

feature article from  
Stargazers’ Almanac 2021

Visit our blog

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Bob-Mizon/Stargazers%27+Almanac%3A+A+Monthly+Guide+to+the+Stars+and+Planets/9781782507161
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Walter-Kraul/Astronomy+for+Young+and+Old/9781782500469
http://www.florisbooks.co.uk/blog/2021/05/07/the-computer-that-measured-the-universe/
http://www.florisbooks.co.uk/blog/2021/05/07/the-computer-that-measured-the-universe/
http://www.florisbooks.co.uk/blog/2021/05/07/the-computer-that-measured-the-universe/


More books for Steiner-Waldorf educators:

21 October 2021  |  £25.00  |  paperback  |  250 colour illustrations  |  229 x 210 mm  |  304pp  |  978-178250-714-7

Physical Education and 
Movement in Waldorf Schools

EDITED BY GERLINDE IDLER AND LUTZ GERDING

An indispensable guide for Steiner-Waldorf teachers  
— the most comprehensive of its kind available in English
•  Offers practical suggestions for teaching a range of 

activities, with games and exercises to suit different ages and 
developmental stages

•  Includes more than 30 sample lessons for Classes 1—12 for 
inspiration and quick, easy reference

•  Recommends appropriate Bothmer Movement exercises for 
different classes

•  250 inspiring colour photographs illustrate a variety of activities

This invaluable resource provides both a wealth of practical ideas 
and a thoughtful consideration of physical education and movement 
that will give Steiner-Waldorf teachers confidence in preparing and 
delivering lessons.

Also includes essays from experienced teachers offering advice on 
creating a unified learning experience.

Gerlinde Idler is a German teacher and lecturer 
in Waldorf education specialising in Bothmer 
Movement and Spacial Dynamics®.

Lutz Gerding is a lecturer and coordinator for  
Waldorf teacher training in China.

Explore our 
Education Catalogue

Visit our Waldorf Teachers’ Hub

New!

Was May,  
now  

October

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Gerlinde-Idler/Physical+Education+and+Movement+in+Waldorf+Schools/9781782507147
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/catalogues/cat-education-20.pdf
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/waldorfteachers/
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Jamie-York/Fun+with+Maths+Puzzles%2C+Games+and+More/9781782505686
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Irmgard-Kutsch/Autumn+and+Winter+Nature+Activities+for+Waldorf+Kindergartens/9781782506676
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Henrik-Thaulow/Living+Lines/9781782506102


210 x 192 mm  |  colour illustrations  |  120pp  |  978-178250-739-0  |  paperback  |  £12.99  |  16 September 2021

Magic Wool Mermaids  
and Fairies

How to Make Seasonal Standing Figures

CHRISTINE SCHÄFER

A complete guide to crafting mermaids and fairies for 
every season using magic wool
•  Fully illustrated with beautiful colour photographs
•  Features clear, step-by-step instructions with useful diagrams
•  A fresh new edition, redesigned and even easier to use
•  Includes projects for both beginners and experienced crafters

Christine Schäfer was born in Germany and has been passionate about magic wool 
for many years. She runs workshops and presents her work at exhibitions. 

NEW 
EDITION

More craft and activity books: New 
Look!

“Colourful, attractive 
and easy to follow.”
– tiphereth camphill

Discover free craft activities

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Christine-Sch%26auml%3Bfer/Magic+Wool+Mermaids+and+Fairies/9781782507390
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Michaela-Kronshage/Transparent+Window+Scenes+Through+the+Year/9781782503255
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Thomas-and-Petra-Berger/Crafts+Through+the+Year%0D%0ACrafts+Through+the+Year/9780863158285
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Frank-Egholm/Easy+Wood+Carving+for+Children/9781782505150
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/blog/category/crafts-activities/
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Christine-Sch%26auml%3Bfer/Magic+Wool+Fairies/9781782506331


More inspiration for Waldorf kindergartens:

210 x 192 mm  |  200 colour illustrations  |  120pp  |  978-178250-667-6  |  hardback  |  £16.99  |  22 July 2021

Autumn and Winter Nature Activities  
for Waldorf Kindergartens

IRMGARD KUTSCH AND BRIGITTE WALDEN

Engaging nature activities for Waldorf kindergartens to 
encourage children to engage with the seasons
•  Contains a wide variety of nature activities, including crafting willow 

baskets, harvesting fruit, caring for birds and making Advent wreaths
•  Offers practical advice for teachers and valuable background reading 

on topics such as biodynamic farms
•  A fully revised and redesigned edition of Autumn Nature Activities for 

Children and Winter Nature Activities for Children

Irmgard Kutsch established the Children’s 
Nature and Garden Centre in Reichshof, 
and has run Waldorf kindergartens for 
many years.

Brigitte Walden was a Waldorf teacher 
for over fifteen years.

Free  
Sample  
Activity

“A wonderful resource 
book full of ideas.”
– kindling

Companion 
Book

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Rikke-Rosengren/Pumpkin+Soup+and+Cherry+Bread/9781782502005
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Wilma-Ellersiek/Nativity+Plays+for+Children/9781782501169
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/M.-van-Leeuwen/Nature+Corner/9780863156465
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Irmgard-Kutsch/Spring+and+Summer+Nature+Activities+for+Waldorf+Kindergartens/9781782505815
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Irmgard-Kutsch/Autumn+and+Winter+Nature+Activities+for+Waldorf+Kindergartens/9781782506676
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/blog/2021/04/27/modelling-with-beeswax/
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Irmgard-Kutsch/Spring+and+Summer+Nature+Activities+for+Waldorf+Kindergartens/9781782505815


Also by Rudolf Frieling:

234 x 156 mm  |  560pp  |  978-178250-735-2  |  hardback with cloth spine  |  £20.00  |  19 August 2021

The Complete New 
Testament Studies

RUDOLF FRIELING

A masterful and accessible analysis of the New Testament, 
revealing the meaning of the original Greek text
•  A unique and insightful collection of essays which make the events of 

the New Testament more understandable to the modern reader
•  Sheds light on difficult concepts and offers in-depth explanations of 

challenging passages
•  Written by a highly respected authority in this area, this book 

comprises all of Frieling’s New Testament writings, more than 
doubling the content of the previous edition, New Testament Studies

Explains such difficult concepts as the Son of God and the Son of Man, and 
traces the path of Christ’s incarnation from the Baptism in Jordan through 
to his death, resurrection and ascension. 

Examines the parables and accounts of miraculous healings, as well as the 
testimonies given in Acts and the apostolic letters.

Offers a profound examination of both the Apocalypse and the 
Transfiguration. 

Rudolf Frieling (1901–86) was one of the founders 
of The Christian Community. He was a prolific 
author of books on Christian thinking.

CELEBRATING 100 YEARS OF  
THE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY  

IN 2022

You might also be 
interested in 
The New Testament:
A beautiful hardback 
gift edition by  
Jon Madsen

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Rudolf-Frieling/Complete+New+Testament+Studies/9781782507352
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Rudolf-Frieling/Christianity+and+Reincarnation/9781782501978
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https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Rudolf-Frieling/Old+Testament+Studies/9781782501985
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Jon-Madsen/New+Testament/9780863151842


You might also be interested in:

216 x 138 mm  |  144pp  |  978-178250-736-9  |  paperback  |  £9.99  |  Age 10+  |  14 October 2021

The Remarkable Story of 
Paul the Apostle

SIEGWART KNIJPENGA

Saint Paul, and his message, are brought vividly to life 
for young people in this readable and involving story
•  An engaging narrative retelling of the life of Saint Paul for readers 

aged 10+ 
•  Shares Paul’s remarkable journey, highlighting the challenges he faced 

and celebrating his tenacity as he laid the foundations of Christianity
•  Experienced teacher of religion Siegwart Knijpenga brings Paul’s story 

to life and shares the saint’s messages in a lively and accessible way 

This unique narrative retelling of the story of Saint Paul is both an engaging 
day-to-day account of life in the first century as well as a remarkable 
chronicle of the key events that ultimately laid the foundations for 
Christianity.

It covers his childhood, when he was known as Saul, in his father’s tent-
making workshop, his momentous encounter with Christ on the road to 
Damascus and his transformation into Paul the apostle, one of Christianity’s 
most significant figures. Siegwart Knijpenga has served congregations in 

Hamburg and Amsterdam, among others, and 
was the lenker of The Christian Community in the 
Netherlands for eight years. He is also the author 
of Stories of the Saints, a collection for children.

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Siegwart-Knijpenga/Remarkable+Story+of+Paul+the+Apostle/9781782507369
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Siegwart-Knijpenga/Stories+of+the+Saints/9780863159299
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Gunhild-Sehlin/Mary%27s+Little+Donkey/9780863159336
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Isabel-Wyatt/Norse+Myths+and+Viking+Legends/9781782506621
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Isabel-Wyatt/Kingdom+of+Beautiful+Colours+and+Other+Stories/9781782500599
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Isabel-Wyatt/Kingdom+of+Beautiful+Colours+and+Other+Stories/9781782500599


More books on eurythmy:

216 x 138 mm  |  192pp  |  50+ ilustrations  |  978-178250-738-3  |  paperback  |  £16.99  |  15 July 2021

Eurythmy and Rudolf Steiner
Origins and Development 1912–39

TATIANA KISSELEFF

A fascinating history of the development of eurythmy, 
the art of movement
•  A first-hand account of the origins of the eurythmy movement,  

which reveals its spiritual foundations
•  Written by Russian anthroposophist Tatiana Kisseleff, a pioneer for the 

eurythmy movement and student of Rudolf Steiner
•  Available in English for the first time and fully illustrated with 

photographs, drawings and facsimile reproductions

This is both an eyewitness account of the origins of eurythmy and a record 
of a deeply personal journey of one person’s efforts to master it. 

The book is illustrated throughout with photographs, drawings, facsimile 
reproductions from notebooks and posters advertising early eurythmy 
performances, alongside accounts of performances of various pieces 
including Goethe’s Faust and Rudolf Steiner’s own Mystery Dramas. Tatiana Kisseleff (1881–1970) studied eurythmy in 

Berlin before being invited to Dornach in 1914 to 
teach eurythmy. The rest of her life was devoted 
to the practice and teaching of eurythmy.

“This book is a unique piece of 
work that can bring new insights 
to eurythmy therapists in practice 
and can also deepen the patient’s 
connection to the exercises.”
– perspectives on An Illustrated Guide  
to Everyday Eurythmy

“Eurythmy can become a nourishment 
for every human being who cultivates 
it with devotion.”

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Tatiana-Kisseleff/Eurythmy+and+Rudolf+Steiner/9781782507383
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Werner-Barfod/Zodiac+Gestures+in+Eurythmy/9781782505679
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Thomas-Poplawski/Eurythmy/9781782506577
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Barbara-Tapfer/Illustrated+Guide+to+Everyday+Eurythmy/9781782503736


280 x 210 mm  |  240pp  |  978-1-58420-900-3  |  paperback  |  £25.00  |  25 November 2021  |  Lindisfarne Books

Ecosophy
Star Wisdom Volume 4 with monthly  
ephermerides and commentary for 2022

EDITED BY JOEL MATTHEW PARK
•  An annual guide to star wisdom for 2022
•  Includes a complete sidereal ephemeris and aspectarian, geocentric 

and heliocentric for each day of the year
•  An informative guide to direct interaction between human beings on 

Earth and angels and other heavenly beings connected with the stars
•  Intended to help the reader develop the capacity to receive the 

wisdom-filled teachings of the spiritual hierarchies

Joel Matthew Park is a researcher and lecturer based in Copake, New York. Previously 
a coworker at Plowshare Farm in Greenfield, New Hampshire, he has studied and 
lectured on the work of Robert Powell and is now the editor for the Star Wisdom 
journal.

New Books from our 
Partner Publishers

Image from Honey Bee Haven

229 x 152 mm  |  228pp  |  48 b/w illustrations  |  978-1-938685-31-6  |  paperback  |  £16.99  |  12 November 2021  |  Bell Pond Books

Psychotronics and a 
Biodynamic Garden

How to Grow and Harvest Healthier Food  
Through Radionics and Dowsing

GEORGE KUEPPER
•  A helpful guidebook for gardeners and farmers introducing radionics 

and dowsing into their biodynamic practices
•  Numerous illustrations, photographs, tables and examples make this a 

clear and practical resource
•  Invaluable advice from a practitioner with over 40 years of experience 

in sustainable and organic farming and gardening

George Kuepper was born in Wisconsin, USA and has a Master of Science in 
Agronomy. He has over 40 years of experience in sustainable and organic farming 
and gardening, and has practised radionics for over three decades. He lives in 
Arkansas, USA.

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Joel-Matthew-Park/Ecosophy/9781584209003
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/George-Kuepper/Psychotronics+and+a+Biodynamic+Garden/%20978193868531


229 x 152 mm  |  304pp  |  978-1-952166-09-9  |  paperback  |  £25.00  |  12 November 2021  |  Bell Pond Books

The Genius of Home
Teaching Your Children at Home  
with the Waldorf Curriculum

CATHERINE READ
•  A first-hand account of a parent’s journey home-schooling their 

children through the Waldorf curriculum – from early childhood 
through to high school

•  Celebrates the flexible, artistic, and challenging elements of the 
Waldorf approach to education

•  An inspiring and helpful account for parents considering  
home-schooling their children

Catherine Read has a PhD in Developmental Psychology from UCLA and has studied 
Waldorf teacher training in both the Lower School and the High School. She has 
conducted workshops on a variety of topics from festivals and nature meditations 
to music in the mood of the fifth. She lives in Pennsylvania, USA.

254 x 203 mm  |  36pp  |  35 colour illustrations  |  978-1-943582-53-2  |  paperback  |  £13.99  |  12 November 2021  |  Waldorf Publications

Honey Bee Haven
LEONORE RUSSELL

•  A gentle story to introduce young children to the work honey bees do 
and the vital place they have in the world

•  Suitable as an early reader for Classes 1 to 3 and for curriculum for 
Classes 3 to 5 in Steiner-Waldorf schools

•  Written by an experienced Waldorf teacher

Leonore Russell is a Eurythmist who has taught at the Waldorf School of Garden City, 
New York and at Adelphi University for over thirty years. Recently she has worked 
on a farm programme for young people from city environments, introducing them 
to the glory of open spaces, the mystery of animals and plants, and the generosity 
of honey bees.

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Catherine-Read/Genius+of+Home/9781952166099
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Leonore-Russell/Honey+Bee+Haven/9781943582532


216 x 280 mm  |  92pp  |  978-194358-245-7  |  paperback  |  £14.99  |  13 August 2021  |  Waldorf Publications

Xavier Sings
Stories of His Alphabet Friends

MARY LYNN CHANNER
•  A wonderful resource to help children learn the sounds and 

letters of the alphabet from A to Z, through memorable 
songs

•  Includes links to online recordings to help parents and 
teachers learn the song before sharing them with children

•  Written by an experienced Steiner-Waldorf vocal and  
strings teacher

Mary Lynne Channer is a graduate of the Dorian School of Music Therapy. 
She has over fifty years’ experience as a vocal and strings teacher in 
Waldorf schools. She lives in Michigan, USA.

280 x 216 mm  |  32pp  |  978-194358-239-6  |  paperback  |  £18.99  |  13 August 2021  |  Waldorf Publications

25 Chorales by JS Bach 
for Recorder Ensemble

STEVE BERNSTEIN
•   25 four-part chorales by Bach for the recorder for students 

aged 10–13 
•   The pieces have been specially selected and adapted to both 

fit and challenge middle-school students
•   Written by an experienced Steiner-Waldorf music teacher, 

this is a helpful and practical resource to help teachers 
develop their students’ recorder skills

Steve Bernstein has taught at the Mountain Laurel Waldorf School in New 
York State for over a decade. He is also the author of Recorder Ensemble: 
First Collection for Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass.

https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Mary-Lynn-Channer/Xavier+Sings/9781943582457
https://www.florisbooks.co.uk/book/Steve-Bernstein/25%2BChorales%2Bby%2BJS%2BBach%2Bfor%2BRecorder%2BEnsemble/9781943582396


Don’t miss our new books for children!

Recent Favourites Click on a cover image to go to our  
website for more information

Browse our 
Children’s 

Books 
Catalogue 
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